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prolate spheroidal wave functions pswfs are the eigenfunctions of the bandlimited
operator in one dimension as such they play an important role in signal
processing fourier analysis and approximation theory while historically the
numerical evaluation of pswfs presented serious difficulties the developments of
the last fifteen years or so made them as computationally tractable as any other
class of special functions as a result pswfs have been becoming a popular
computational tool the present book serves as a complete self contained resource
for both theory and computation it will be of interest to a wide range of scientists
and engineers from mathematicians interested in pswfs as an analytical tool to
electrical engineers designing filters and antennas prolate spheroidal wave
functions pswfs are the eigenfunctions of the bandlimited operator in one
dimension as such they play an important role in signal processing fourier
analysis and approximation theory while historically the numerical evaluation of
pswfs presented serious difficulties the developments of the last fifteen years or
so made them as computationally tractable as any other class of special functions
as a result pswfs have been becoming a popular computational tool the present
book serves as a complete self contained resource for both theory and
computation it will be of interest to a wide range of scientists and engineers from
mathematicians interested in pswfs as an analytical tool to electrical engineers
designing filters and antennas this is a graduate textbook on the principles of
linear inverse problems methods of their approximate solution and practical
application in imaging the level of mathematical treatment is kept as low as
possible to make the book suitable for a wide range of readers from different
backgrounds in science and engineering mathematical prerequisites are first
courses in analysis geometry linear algebra probability theory and fourier
analysis the authors concentrate on presenting easily implementable and fast
solution algorithms with examples and exercises throughout the book will provide
the reader with the appropriate background for a clear understanding of the
essence of inverse problems ill posedness and its cure and consequently for an
intelligent assessment of the rapidly growing literature on these problems this
book presents in a consistent and unified overview results and developments in
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the field of today s spherical sampling particularly arising in mathematical
geosciences although the book often refers to original contributions the authors
made them accessible to graduate students and scientists not only from
mathematics but also from geosciences and geoengineering building a library of
topics in spherical sampling theory it shows how advances in this theory lead to
new discoveries in mathematical geodetic geophysical as well as other scientific
branches like neuro medicine a must to read for everybody working in the area of
spherical sampling this comprehensive and accessible textbook introduces
students to the basics of modern signal processing techniques written by leading
experts this book provides a clear and comprehensive survey of the status quo of
the interrelating process and cross fertilization of structures and methods in
mathematical geodesy starting with a foundation of functional analysis potential
theory constructive approximation special function theory and inverse problems
readers are subsequently introduced to today s least squares approximation
spherical harmonics reflected spline and wavelet concepts boundary value
problems runge walsh framework geodetic observables geoidal modeling ill posed
problems and regularizations inverse gravimetry and satellite gravity gradiometry
all chapters are self contained and can be studied individually making the book
an ideal resource for both graduate students and active researchers who want to
acquaint themselves with the mathematical aspects of modern geodesy this book
introduces practical seismic analysis techniques and evaluation of interpretation
confidence for graduate students and industry professionals independent of
commercial software products in 1994 in my role as technical program chair for
the 17th annual international conference of the ieee engineering in medicine and
biology society i solicited proposals for mini symposia to provide delegates with
accessible summaries of important issues in research areas outside their
particular specializations terry peters and his colleagues submitted a proposal for
a symposium on fourier trans forms and biomedical engineering whose goal was
to demystify the fourier transform and describe its practical application in
biomedi cal situations this was to be achieved by presenting the concepts in
straightforward physical terms with examples drawn for the parti cipants work in
physiological signal analysis and medical imaging the mini symposia proved to be
a great success and drew a large and appreciative audience the only complaint
being that the time allocated 90 minutes was not adequate to allow the
participants to elaborate their ideas adequately i understand that this feedback
helped the authors to develop this book this self contained text reference
provides a basic foundation for practitioners researchers and students interested
in any of the diverse areas of multiscale geo potential theory new mathematical
methods are developed enabling the gravitational potential of a planetary body
to be modeled using a continuous flow of observations from land or satellite
devices harmonic wavelets methods are introduced as well as fast computational
schemes and various numerical test examples presented are multiscale
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approaches for numerous geoscientific problems including geoidal determination
magnetic field reconstruction deformation analysis and density variation
modelling with exercises at the end of each chapter the book may be used as a
textbook for graduate level courses in geomathematics applied mathematics and
geophysics the work is also an up to date reference text for geoscientists applied
mathematicians and engineers this reference text desribes the basic elements of
the integral finite and discrete transforms emphasizing their use for solving
boundary and initial value problems as well as facilitating the representations of
signals and systems proceeding to the final solution in the same setting of fourier
analysis without interruption integral and discrete transforms with applications
and error analysis presents the background of the fft and explains how to choose
the appropriate transform for solving a boundary value problem discusses
modelling of the basic partial differential equations as well as the solutions in
terms of the main special functions considers the laplace fourier and hankel
transforms and their variations offering a more logical continuation of the
operational method covers integral discrete and finite transforms and
trigonometric fourier and general orthogonal series expansion providing an
application to signal analysis and boundary value problems and examines the
practical approximation of computing the resulting fourier series or integral
representation of the final solution and treats the errors incurred containing many
detailed examples and numerous end of chapter exercises of varying difficulty for
each section with answers integral and discrete transforms with applications and
error analysis is a thorough reference for analysts industrial and applied
mathematicians electrical electronics and other engineers and physicists and an
informative text for upper level undergraduate and graduate students in these
disciplines this book presents a simple yet comprehensive treatment of the basic
principles and applications of novel phase masks and non uniform optical
windows under the increasingly popular umbrella term pupil engineering it
discusses current research topics in the areas of phase space representations for
engineering imaging devices with extended depth of field as well as sparse
optical sensing and emergent phenomena such as vortices and singularities
highlighting the heuristic applications of key concepts in novel models and their
graphic representations the book is appealing to anyone interested in robotic
vision and is a valuable resource for upper level students teachers scientists and
engineers in the field of image science lasers and digital image processing
bridging the gap from theory to programming designing software synthesizer
plug ins in c for rackafx vst3 and audio units contains complete code for
designing and implementing software synthesizers for both windows and mac
platforms you will learn synthesizer operation starting with the underlying theory
of each synthesizer component and moving on to the theory of how these
components combine to form fully working musical instruments that function on a
variety of target digital audio workstations daws containing some of the latest
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advances in theory and algorithm development this book contains information
that has never been published in textbook form including several unique
algorithms of the author s own design the book is broken into three parts plug in
programming theory and design of the central synthesizer components of
oscillators envelope generators and filters and the design and implementation of
six complete polyphonic software synthesizer musical instruments which can be
played in real time the instruments implement advanced concepts including a
user programmable modulation matrix the final chapter shows you the theory
and code for a suite of delay effects to augment your synthesizers introducing
you to audio effect processing the companion website focalpress com cw pirkle
gives you access to free software to guide you through the application of
concepts discussed in the book and code for both windows and mac platforms in
addition to the software it features bonus projects application notes and video
tutorials a reader forum monitored by the author gives you the opportunity for
questions and information exchange this book presents a machine generated
literature overview of quaternion integral transforms from select papers
published by springer nature which have been organized and introduced by the
book s editor each chapter presents summaries of predefined themes and
provides the reader with a basis for further exploration of the topic as one of the
experimental projects initiated by springer nature for ai book content generation
this book shows the latest developments in the field it will be a useful reference
for students and researchers who are interested in exploring the latest
developments in quaternion integral transforms offers a well rounded
mathematical approach to problems in signal interpretation using the latest time
frequency and mixed domain methods equally useful as a reference an up to date
review a learning tool and a resource for signal analysis techniques provides a
gradual introduction to the mathematics so that the less mathematically adept
reader will not be overwhelmed with instant hard analysis covers hilbert spaces
complex analysis distributions random signals analog fourier transforms and
more gaussian quadrature is a powerful technique for numerical integration that
falls under the broad category of spectral methods the purpose of this work is to
provide an introduction to the theory and practice of gaussian quadrature we
study the approximation theory of trigonometric and orthogonal polynomials and
related functions and examine the analytical framework of gaussian quadrature
we discuss gaussian quadrature for bandlimited functions a topic inspired by
some recent developments in the analysis of prolate spheroidal wave functions
algorithms for the computation of the quadrature nodes and weights are
described several applications of gaussian quadrature are given ranging from the
evaluation of special functions to pseudospectral methods for solving differential
equations software realization of select algorithms is provided table of contents
introduction approximating with polynomials and related functions gaussian
quadrature applications links to mathematical software wavelets continue to be
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powerful mathematical tools that can be used to solve problems for which the
fourier spectral method does not perform well or cannot handle this book is for
engineers applied mathematicians and other scientists who want to learn about
using wavelets to analyze process and synthesize images and signals applications
are described in detail and there are step by step instructions about how to
construct and apply wavelets the only mathematically rigorous monograph
written by a mathematician specifically for nonspecialists it describes the basic
concepts of these mathematical techniques outlines the procedures for using
them compares the performance of various approaches and provides information
for problem solving putting the reader at the forefront of current research lattice
point identities and shannon type sampling demonstrates that significant roots of
many recent facets of shannon s sampling theorem for multivariate signals rest
on basic number theoretic results this book leads the reader through a research
excursion beginning from the gaussian circle problem of the early nineteenth
century via the classical hardy landau lattice point identity and the hardy
conjecture of the first half of the twentieth century and the shannon sampling
theorem its variants generalizations and the fascinating stories about the cardinal
series of the second half of the twentieth century the authors demonstrate how
all these facets have resulted in new multivariate extensions of lattice point
identities and shannon type sampling procedures of high practical applicability
thereby also providing a general reproducing kernel hilbert space structure of an
associated paley wiener theory over potato like bounded regions cf the cover
illustration of the geoid as well as the whole euclidean space all in all the context
of this book represents the fruits of cross fertilization of various subjects namely
elliptic partial differential equations fourier inversion theory constructive
approximation involving euler and poisson summation formulas inverse problems
reflecting the multivariate antenna problem and aspects of analytic and
geometric number theory features new convergence criteria for alternating series
in multi dimensional analysis self contained development of lattice point
identities of analytic number theory innovative lattice point approach to shannon
sampling theory useful for students of multivariate constructive approximation
and indeed anyone interested in the applicability of signal processing to inverse
problems this work is motivated by the ongoing open question of how information
in the outside world is represented and processed by the brain consequently
several novel methods are developed a new mathematical formulation is
proposed for the encoding and decoding of analog signals using integrate and fire
neuron models based on this formulation a novel algorithm significantly faster
than the state of the art method is proposed for reconstructing the input of the
neuron two new identification methods are proposed for neural circuits
comprising a filter in series with a spiking neuron model these methods reduce
the number of assumptions made by the state of the art identification framework
allowing for a wider range of models of sensory processing circuits to be inferred
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directly from input output observations a third contribution is an algorithm that
computes the spike time sequence generated by an integrate and fire neuron
model in response to the output of a linear filter given the input of the filter
encoded with the same neuron model an expert guide to the relationship
between information theory and the physics of wave propagation covering
stochastic and deterministic approaches engineering applications and the
universal physical limits of radiation it is an ideal reference for researchers and
graduate students in electrical engineering physics and applied mathematics now
available in a three volume set this updated and expanded edition of the
bestselling the digital signal processing handbook continues to provide the
engineering community with authoritative coverage of the fundamental and
specialized aspects of information bearing signals in digital form encompassing
essential background material technical details standards and software the
second edition reflects cutting edge information on signal processing algorithms
and protocols related to speech audio multimedia and video processing
technology associated with standards ranging from wimax to mp3 audio low
power high performance dsps color image processing and chips on video drawing
on the experience of leading engineers researchers and scholars the three
volume set contains 29 new chapters that address multimedia and internet
technologies tomography radar systems architecture standards and future
applications in speech acoustics video radar and telecommunications this volume
video speech and audio signal processing and associated standards provides
thorough coverage of the basic foundations of speech audio image and video
processing and associated applications to broadcast storage search and retrieval
and communications this book offers an extended description of continuous time
signals related to signals and systems as a time varying process of any physical
state of any object which serves for representation detection and transmission of
messages a modern electrical signal possesses in applications many specific
properties the text covers principle foundations of signals theory presenting
bandlimited and analytic signals the book reviews the methods of their
description transformation by hilbert transform and sampling this book collects
the abstracts of the mini courses and lectures given during the intensive research
program spaces of analytic functions approximation interpolation sampling which
was held at the centre de recerca matemàtica barcelona in october december
2019 the topics covered in this volume are approximation interpolation and
sampling problems in spaces of analytic functions their applications to spectral
theory gabor analysis and random analytic functions in many places in the book
we see how a problem related to one of the topics is tackled with techniques and
ideas coming from another the book will be of interest for specialists in complex
analysis function and operator theory approximation theory and their applications
but also for young people starting their research in these areas this collection of
articles provides practical and relevant tools tips and techniques for those
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working in the digital audio field volume ii with contributions from experts in their
fields includes articles on field recording synthesis signal processing spatialization
computer techniques and tools music theory sound design sou this volume of
research papers comprises the proceedings of the first international conference
on mathematics of neural networks and applications manna which was held at
lady margaret hall oxford from july 3rd to 7th 1995 and attended by 116 people
the meeting was strongly supported and in addition to a stimulating academic
programme it featured a delightful venue excellent food and accommo dation a
full social programme and fine weather all of which made for a very enjoyable
week this was the first meeting with this title and it was run under the auspices of
the universities of huddersfield and brighton with sponsorship from the us air
force european office of aerospace research and development and the london
math ematical society this enabled a very interesting and wide ranging
conference pro gramme to be offered we sincerely thank all these organisations
usaf eoard lms and universities of huddersfield and brighton for their invaluable
support the conference organisers were john mason huddersfield and steve
ellacott brighton supported by a programme committee consisting of nigel
allinson umist norman biggs london school of economics chris bishop aston david
lowe aston patrick parks oxford john taylor king s college lon don and kevin
warwick reading the local organiser from huddersfield was ros hawkins who took
responsibility for much of the administration with great efficiency and energy the
lady margaret hall organisation was led by their bursar jeanette griffiths who
ensured that the week was very smoothly run during his long and distinguished
career j rowland higgins 1935 2020 made a substantial impact on many
mathematical fields through his work on sampling theory his deep knowledge of
its history and his service to the community this volume is a tribute to his work
and legacy featuring chapters written by distinguished mathematicians that
explore cutting edge research in sampling approximation signal analysis and
other related areas an introductory chapter provides a biography of higgins that
explores his rich and unique life along with a bibliography of his papers a brief
history of the sampta meetings of which he was a founding member is also
included the remaining articles are grouped into four sections classical sampling
theoretical extensions frame theory and applications of sampling theory and
explore higgins contributions to these areas as well as some of the latest
developments reconstructing or approximating objects from seemingly
incomplete information is a frequent challenge in mathematics science and
engineering a multitude of tools designed to recover hidden information are
based on shannon s classical sampling theorem a central pillar of sampling theory
the growing need to efficiently obtain precise and tailored digital representations
of complex objects and phenomena requires the maturation of available tools in
sampling theory as well as the development of complementary novel
mathematical theories today research themes such as compressed sensing and
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frame theory re energize the broad area of sampling theory this volume
illustrates the renaissance that the area of sampling theory is currently
experiencing it touches upon trendsetting areas such as compressed sensing
finite frames parametric partial differential equations quantization finite rate of
innovation system theory as well as sampling in geometry and algebraic topology
overview for over a decade now wavelets have been and continue to be an
evolving subject of intense interest their allure in signal processing is due to
many factors not the least of which is that they offer an intuitively satisfying view
of signals as being composed of little pieces of wa ues making this concept
mathematically precise has resulted in a deep and sophisticated wavelet theory
that has seemingly limitless applications this book and its supplementary hands
on electronic component are meant to appeal to both students and professionals
mathematics and en gineering students at the undergraduate and graduate
levels will benefit greatly from the introductory treatment of the subject
professionals and advanced students will find the overcomplete approach to
signal represen tation and processing of great value in all cases the electronic
component of the proposed work greatly enhances its appeal by providing
interactive numerical illustrations a main goal is to provide a bridge between the
theory and practice of wavelet based signal processing intended to give the
reader a balanced look at the subject this book emphasizes both theoretical and
practical issues of wavelet processing a great deal of exposition is given in the
beginning chapters and is meant to give the reader a firm understanding of the
basics of the discrete and continuous wavelet transforms and their relationship
later chapters promote the idea that overcomplete systems of wavelets are a rich
and largely unexplored area that have demonstrable benefits to offer in many
applications this book concerns the presentation of particle velocity
measurement for acoustics using lasers including laser doppler velocimetry ldv or
anemometry lda and particle imagery velocimetry piv the objective is first to
present the importance of measuring the acoustic velocity especially when the
acoustic equations are nonlinear as well as characterizing the near fields however
these applications need to use non invasive sensors some optical techniques
initially developed for fluid mechanics have been adapted to the field of acoustics
in recent years this book summarizes 15 years of research in this area
highlighting the improvements that have been made particularly in signal
processing and showing applications for which they have proven to be a carrier of
innovation economics advances in research and application 2011 edition is a
scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers timely authoritative and comprehensive
information about economics and organizations the editors have built economics
advances in research and application 2011 edition on the vast information
databases of scholarlynews you can expect the information about economics and
organizations in this ebook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else
as well as consistently reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content of
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economics advances in research and application 2011 edition has been produced
by the world s leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and
companies all of the content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written
assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available
exclusively from us you now have a source you can cite with authority confidence
and credibility more information is available at scholarlyeditions com maintaining
the outstanding features and practical approach that led the bestselling first
edition to become a standard textbook in engineering classrooms worldwide
clarence de silva s vibration fundamentals and practice second edition remains a
solid instructional tool for modeling analyzing simulating measuring monitoring
testing controlling and designing for vibration in engineering systems it
condenses the author s distinguished and extensive experience into an easy to
use highly practical text that prepares students for real problems in a variety of
engineering fields what s new in the second edition a new chapter on human
response to vibration with practical considerations expanded and updated
material on vibration monitoring and diagnosis enhanced section on vibration
control updated with the latest techniques and methodologies new worked
examples and end of chapter problems incorporates software tools including
labviewtm simulink matlab the labview sound and vibration toolbox and the
matlab control systems toolbox enhanced worked examples and new solutions
using matlab and simulink the new chapter on human response to vibration
examines representation of vibration detection and perception by humans as well
as specifications and regulatory guidelines for human vibration environments
remaining an indispensable text for advanced undergraduate and graduate
students vibration fundamentals and practice second edition builds a unique and
in depth understanding of vibration on a sound framework of practical tools and
applications this book is an enlarged second edition of a monograph published in
the springer agem2 series 2009 it presents in a consistent and unified overview a
setup of the theory of spherical functions of mathematical geo sciences the
content shows a twofold transition first the natural transition from scalar to
vectorial and tensorial theory of spherical harmonics is given in a coordinate free
context based on variants of the addition theorem funk hecke formulas and
helmholtz as well as hardy hodge decompositions second the canonical transition
from spherical harmonics via zonal kernel functions to the dirac kernel is given in
close orientation to an uncertainty principle classifying the space frequency
momentum behavior of the functions for purposes of data analysis and geo
application the whole palette of spherical functions is collected in a well
structured form for modeling and simulating the phenomena and processes
occurring in the earth s system the result is a work which while reflecting the
present state of knowledge in a time related manner claims to be of largely
timeless significance in geo mathematical research and teaching the biomedical
sciences have recently undergone revolutionary change due to the ability to
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digitize and store large data sets in neuroscience the data sources include
measurements of neural activity measured using electrode arrays eeg and meg
brain imaging data from pet fmri and optical imaging methods analysis
visualization and management of these time series data sets is a growing field of
research that has become increasingly important both for experimentalists and
theorists interested in brain function written by investigators who have played an
important role in developing the subject and in its pedagogical exposition the
current volume addresses the need for a textbook in this interdisciplinary area
the book is written for a broad spectrum of readers ranging from physical
scientists mathematicians and statisticians wishing to educate themselves about
neuroscience to biologists who would like to learn time series analysis methods in
particular and refresh their mathematical and statistical knowledge in general
through self pedagogy it may also be used as a supplement for a quantitative
course in neurobiology or as a textbook for instruction on neural signal
processing the first part of the book contains a set of essays meant to provide
conceptual background which are not technical and shall be generally accessible
salient features include the adoption of an active perspective of the nervous
system an emphasis on function and a brief survey of different theoretical
accounts in neuroscience the second part is the longest in the book and contains
a refresher course in mathematics and statistics leading up to time series
analysis techniques the third part contains applications of data analysis
techniques to the range of data sources indicated above also available as part of
the chronux data analysis platform from chronux org and the fourth part contains
special topics this book comprehensively describes high resolution microwave
imaging and super resolution information processing technologies and discusses
new theories methods and achievements in the high resolution microwave
imaging fields its chapters which include abundant research results and examples
systematically summarize the authors main research findings in recent years the
book is intended for researchers engineers and postgraduates in the fields of
electronics systems signal information processing and data analysis microwave
remote sensing and microwave imaging radar as well as space technology
especially in the microwave remote sensing and airborne or space borne
microwave imaging radar fields this book introduces readers to seismic inversion
methods and their application to both synthetic and real seismic data sets
seismic inversion methods are routinely used to estimate attributes like p
impedance s impedance density the ratio of p wave and s wave velocities and
elastic impedances from seismic and well log data these attributes help to
understand lithology and fluid contents in the subsurface there are several
seismic inversion methods available but their application and results differ
considerably which can lead to confusion this book explains all popular inversion
methods discusses their mathematical backgrounds and demonstrates their
capacity to extract information from seismic reflection data the types covered
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include model based inversion colored inversion sparse spike inversion band
limited inversion simultaneous inversion elastic impedance inversion and
geostatistical inversion which includes single attribute analysis multi attribute
analysis probabilistic neural networks and multi layer feed forward neural
networks in addition the book describes local and global optimization methods
and their application to seismic reflection data given its multidisciplinary
integrated and practical approach the book offers a valuable tool for students and
young professionals especially those affiliated with oil companies this volume
consists of contributions spanning a wide spectrum of harmonic analysis and its
applications written by speakers at the february fourier talks from 2002 2013
containing cutting edge results by an impressive array of mathematicians
engineers and scientists in academia industry and government it will be an
excellent reference for graduate students researchers and professionals in pure
and applied mathematics physics and engineering topics covered include special
topics in harmonic analysis applications and algorithms in the physical sciences
gabor theory radar and communications design theory and applications the
february fourier talks are held annually at the norbert wiener center for harmonic
analysis and applications located at the university of maryland college park the
norbert wiener center provides a state of the art research venue for the broad
emerging area of mathematical engineering this volume constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the 7th international
conference on curves and surfaces held in avignon in june 2010 the conference
had the overall theme representation and approximation of curves and surfaces
and applications the 39 revised full papers presented together with 9 invited talks
were carefully reviewed and selected from 114 talks presented at the conference
the topics addressed by the papers range from mathematical foundations to
practical implementation on modern graphics processing units and address a
wide area of topics such as computer aided geometric design computer graphics
and visualisation computational geometry and topology geometry processing
image and signal processing interpolation and smoothing scattered data
processing and learning theory and subdivision wavelets and multi resolution
methods anna consortini the president of the international commission for optics
ico has accommodated a broad spectrum of optical science topics in trends in
optics this book a compilation of research reviews written by outstanding figures
in the field of optics is aimed not only at specialists in the optical sciences but
also at scientists in other fields who might want to broaden their knowledge of
optics the latest developments in this rapidly progressing field are described and
new applications are detailed including some previously undisclosed material on
the u s star wars project authoritative and approachable this volume should
provide comprehensive insight into the ever expanding optical sciences key
features edited by the president of the international commission for optics
includes research reviews written by experts in the field compiles a wide range of
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topics in optical science
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Prolate Spheroidal Wave Functions of Order Zero 2013-10-12 prolate
spheroidal wave functions pswfs are the eigenfunctions of the bandlimited
operator in one dimension as such they play an important role in signal
processing fourier analysis and approximation theory while historically the
numerical evaluation of pswfs presented serious difficulties the developments of
the last fifteen years or so made them as computationally tractable as any other
class of special functions as a result pswfs have been becoming a popular
computational tool the present book serves as a complete self contained resource
for both theory and computation it will be of interest to a wide range of scientists
and engineers from mathematicians interested in pswfs as an analytical tool to
electrical engineers designing filters and antennas
Prolate Spheroidal Wave Functions of Order Zero 2013-10-12 prolate spheroidal
wave functions pswfs are the eigenfunctions of the bandlimited operator in one
dimension as such they play an important role in signal processing fourier
analysis and approximation theory while historically the numerical evaluation of
pswfs presented serious difficulties the developments of the last fifteen years or
so made them as computationally tractable as any other class of special functions
as a result pswfs have been becoming a popular computational tool the present
book serves as a complete self contained resource for both theory and
computation it will be of interest to a wide range of scientists and engineers from
mathematicians interested in pswfs as an analytical tool to electrical engineers
designing filters and antennas
Introduction to Inverse Problems in Imaging 2020-08-30 this is a graduate
textbook on the principles of linear inverse problems methods of their
approximate solution and practical application in imaging the level of
mathematical treatment is kept as low as possible to make the book suitable for
a wide range of readers from different backgrounds in science and engineering
mathematical prerequisites are first courses in analysis geometry linear algebra
probability theory and fourier analysis the authors concentrate on presenting
easily implementable and fast solution algorithms with examples and exercises
throughout the book will provide the reader with the appropriate background for
a clear understanding of the essence of inverse problems ill posedness and its
cure and consequently for an intelligent assessment of the rapidly growing
literature on these problems
Spherical Sampling 2018-05-03 this book presents in a consistent and unified
overview results and developments in the field of today s spherical sampling
particularly arising in mathematical geosciences although the book often refers to
original contributions the authors made them accessible to graduate students
and scientists not only from mathematics but also from geosciences and
geoengineering building a library of topics in spherical sampling theory it shows
how advances in this theory lead to new discoveries in mathematical geodetic
geophysical as well as other scientific branches like neuro medicine a must to
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read for everybody working in the area of spherical sampling
Foundations of Signal Processing 2014-09-04 this comprehensive and accessible
textbook introduces students to the basics of modern signal processing
techniques
Handbook of Mathematical Geodesy 2018-06-11 written by leading experts
this book provides a clear and comprehensive survey of the status quo of the
interrelating process and cross fertilization of structures and methods in
mathematical geodesy starting with a foundation of functional analysis potential
theory constructive approximation special function theory and inverse problems
readers are subsequently introduced to today s least squares approximation
spherical harmonics reflected spline and wavelet concepts boundary value
problems runge walsh framework geodetic observables geoidal modeling ill posed
problems and regularizations inverse gravimetry and satellite gravity gradiometry
all chapters are self contained and can be studied individually making the book
an ideal resource for both graduate students and active researchers who want to
acquaint themselves with the mathematical aspects of modern geodesy
Seismic Amplitude 2014-04-17 this book introduces practical seismic analysis
techniques and evaluation of interpretation confidence for graduate students and
industry professionals independent of commercial software products
The Fourier Transform in Biomedical Engineering 2012-12-06 in 1994 in my role
as technical program chair for the 17th annual international conference of the
ieee engineering in medicine and biology society i solicited proposals for mini
symposia to provide delegates with accessible summaries of important issues in
research areas outside their particular specializations terry peters and his
colleagues submitted a proposal for a symposium on fourier trans forms and
biomedical engineering whose goal was to demystify the fourier transform and
describe its practical application in biomedi cal situations this was to be achieved
by presenting the concepts in straightforward physical terms with examples
drawn for the parti cipants work in physiological signal analysis and medical
imaging the mini symposia proved to be a great success and drew a large and
appreciative audience the only complaint being that the time allocated 90
minutes was not adequate to allow the participants to elaborate their ideas
adequately i understand that this feedback helped the authors to develop this
book
Multiscale Potential Theory 2012-12-06 this self contained text reference provides
a basic foundation for practitioners researchers and students interested in any of
the diverse areas of multiscale geo potential theory new mathematical methods
are developed enabling the gravitational potential of a planetary body to be
modeled using a continuous flow of observations from land or satellite devices
harmonic wavelets methods are introduced as well as fast computational
schemes and various numerical test examples presented are multiscale
approaches for numerous geoscientific problems including geoidal determination
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magnetic field reconstruction deformation analysis and density variation
modelling with exercises at the end of each chapter the book may be used as a
textbook for graduate level courses in geomathematics applied mathematics and
geophysics the work is also an up to date reference text for geoscientists applied
mathematicians and engineers
Integral and Discrete Transforms with Applications and Error Analysis 2021-11-19
this reference text desribes the basic elements of the integral finite and discrete
transforms emphasizing their use for solving boundary and initial value problems
as well as facilitating the representations of signals and systems proceeding to
the final solution in the same setting of fourier analysis without interruption
integral and discrete transforms with applications and error analysis presents the
background of the fft and explains how to choose the appropriate transform for
solving a boundary value problem discusses modelling of the basic partial
differential equations as well as the solutions in terms of the main special
functions considers the laplace fourier and hankel transforms and their variations
offering a more logical continuation of the operational method covers integral
discrete and finite transforms and trigonometric fourier and general orthogonal
series expansion providing an application to signal analysis and boundary value
problems and examines the practical approximation of computing the resulting
fourier series or integral representation of the final solution and treats the errors
incurred containing many detailed examples and numerous end of chapter
exercises of varying difficulty for each section with answers integral and discrete
transforms with applications and error analysis is a thorough reference for
analysts industrial and applied mathematicians electrical electronics and other
engineers and physicists and an informative text for upper level undergraduate
and graduate students in these disciplines
Wavefront Shaping and Pupil Engineering 2021-09-04 this book presents a simple
yet comprehensive treatment of the basic principles and applications of novel
phase masks and non uniform optical windows under the increasingly popular
umbrella term pupil engineering it discusses current research topics in the areas
of phase space representations for engineering imaging devices with extended
depth of field as well as sparse optical sensing and emergent phenomena such as
vortices and singularities highlighting the heuristic applications of key concepts in
novel models and their graphic representations the book is appealing to anyone
interested in robotic vision and is a valuable resource for upper level students
teachers scientists and engineers in the field of image science lasers and digital
image processing
Designing Software Synthesizer Plug-Ins in C++ 2014-10-30 bridging the gap
from theory to programming designing software synthesizer plug ins in c for
rackafx vst3 and audio units contains complete code for designing and
implementing software synthesizers for both windows and mac platforms you will
learn synthesizer operation starting with the underlying theory of each
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synthesizer component and moving on to the theory of how these components
combine to form fully working musical instruments that function on a variety of
target digital audio workstations daws containing some of the latest advances in
theory and algorithm development this book contains information that has never
been published in textbook form including several unique algorithms of the
author s own design the book is broken into three parts plug in programming
theory and design of the central synthesizer components of oscillators envelope
generators and filters and the design and implementation of six complete
polyphonic software synthesizer musical instruments which can be played in real
time the instruments implement advanced concepts including a user
programmable modulation matrix the final chapter shows you the theory and
code for a suite of delay effects to augment your synthesizers introducing you to
audio effect processing the companion website focalpress com cw pirkle gives
you access to free software to guide you through the application of concepts
discussed in the book and code for both windows and mac platforms in addition
to the software it features bonus projects application notes and video tutorials a
reader forum monitored by the author gives you the opportunity for questions
and information exchange
Quaternionic Integral Transforms 2023-09-09 this book presents a machine
generated literature overview of quaternion integral transforms from select
papers published by springer nature which have been organized and introduced
by the book s editor each chapter presents summaries of predefined themes and
provides the reader with a basis for further exploration of the topic as one of the
experimental projects initiated by springer nature for ai book content generation
this book shows the latest developments in the field it will be a useful reference
for students and researchers who are interested in exploring the latest
developments in quaternion integral transforms
Signal Analysis 2004-06-07 offers a well rounded mathematical approach to
problems in signal interpretation using the latest time frequency and mixed
domain methods equally useful as a reference an up to date review a learning
tool and a resource for signal analysis techniques provides a gradual introduction
to the mathematics so that the less mathematically adept reader will not be
overwhelmed with instant hard analysis covers hilbert spaces complex analysis
distributions random signals analog fourier transforms and more
Theory and Applications of Gaussian Quadrature Methods 2022-05-31
gaussian quadrature is a powerful technique for numerical integration that falls
under the broad category of spectral methods the purpose of this work is to
provide an introduction to the theory and practice of gaussian quadrature we
study the approximation theory of trigonometric and orthogonal polynomials and
related functions and examine the analytical framework of gaussian quadrature
we discuss gaussian quadrature for bandlimited functions a topic inspired by
some recent developments in the analysis of prolate spheroidal wave functions
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algorithms for the computation of the quadrature nodes and weights are
described several applications of gaussian quadrature are given ranging from the
evaluation of special functions to pseudospectral methods for solving differential
equations software realization of select algorithms is provided table of contents
introduction approximating with polynomials and related functions gaussian
quadrature applications links to mathematical software
Wavelets 1997-01-01 wavelets continue to be powerful mathematical tools that
can be used to solve problems for which the fourier spectral method does not
perform well or cannot handle this book is for engineers applied mathematicians
and other scientists who want to learn about using wavelets to analyze process
and synthesize images and signals applications are described in detail and there
are step by step instructions about how to construct and apply wavelets the only
mathematically rigorous monograph written by a mathematician specifically for
nonspecialists it describes the basic concepts of these mathematical techniques
outlines the procedures for using them compares the performance of various
approaches and provides information for problem solving putting the reader at
the forefront of current research
Lattice Point Identities and Shannon-Type Sampling 2019-10-28 lattice
point identities and shannon type sampling demonstrates that significant roots of
many recent facets of shannon s sampling theorem for multivariate signals rest
on basic number theoretic results this book leads the reader through a research
excursion beginning from the gaussian circle problem of the early nineteenth
century via the classical hardy landau lattice point identity and the hardy
conjecture of the first half of the twentieth century and the shannon sampling
theorem its variants generalizations and the fascinating stories about the cardinal
series of the second half of the twentieth century the authors demonstrate how
all these facets have resulted in new multivariate extensions of lattice point
identities and shannon type sampling procedures of high practical applicability
thereby also providing a general reproducing kernel hilbert space structure of an
associated paley wiener theory over potato like bounded regions cf the cover
illustration of the geoid as well as the whole euclidean space all in all the context
of this book represents the fruits of cross fertilization of various subjects namely
elliptic partial differential equations fourier inversion theory constructive
approximation involving euler and poisson summation formulas inverse problems
reflecting the multivariate antenna problem and aspects of analytic and
geometric number theory features new convergence criteria for alternating series
in multi dimensional analysis self contained development of lattice point
identities of analytic number theory innovative lattice point approach to shannon
sampling theory useful for students of multivariate constructive approximation
and indeed anyone interested in the applicability of signal processing to inverse
problems
Reconstruction, Identification and Implementation Methods for Spiking
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Neural Circuits 2017-04-24 this work is motivated by the ongoing open question
of how information in the outside world is represented and processed by the brain
consequently several novel methods are developed a new mathematical
formulation is proposed for the encoding and decoding of analog signals using
integrate and fire neuron models based on this formulation a novel algorithm
significantly faster than the state of the art method is proposed for reconstructing
the input of the neuron two new identification methods are proposed for neural
circuits comprising a filter in series with a spiking neuron model these methods
reduce the number of assumptions made by the state of the art identification
framework allowing for a wider range of models of sensory processing circuits to
be inferred directly from input output observations a third contribution is an
algorithm that computes the spike time sequence generated by an integrate and
fire neuron model in response to the output of a linear filter given the input of the
filter encoded with the same neuron model
Wave Theory of Information 2017-11-30 an expert guide to the relationship
between information theory and the physics of wave propagation covering
stochastic and deterministic approaches engineering applications and the
universal physical limits of radiation it is an ideal reference for researchers and
graduate students in electrical engineering physics and applied mathematics
Video, Speech, and Audio Signal Processing and Associated Standards
2018-09-03 now available in a three volume set this updated and expanded
edition of the bestselling the digital signal processing handbook continues to
provide the engineering community with authoritative coverage of the
fundamental and specialized aspects of information bearing signals in digital form
encompassing essential background material technical details standards and
software the second edition reflects cutting edge information on signal
processing algorithms and protocols related to speech audio multimedia and
video processing technology associated with standards ranging from wimax to
mp3 audio low power high performance dsps color image processing and chips on
video drawing on the experience of leading engineers researchers and scholars
the three volume set contains 29 new chapters that address multimedia and
internet technologies tomography radar systems architecture standards and
future applications in speech acoustics video radar and telecommunications this
volume video speech and audio signal processing and associated standards
provides thorough coverage of the basic foundations of speech audio image and
video processing and associated applications to broadcast storage search and
retrieval and communications
Continuous-Time Signals 2006-10-04 this book offers an extended description of
continuous time signals related to signals and systems as a time varying process
of any physical state of any object which serves for representation detection and
transmission of messages a modern electrical signal possesses in applications
many specific properties the text covers principle foundations of signals theory
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presenting bandlimited and analytic signals the book reviews the methods of
their description transformation by hilbert transform and sampling
Extended Abstracts Fall 2019 2021-11-19 this book collects the abstracts of the
mini courses and lectures given during the intensive research program spaces of
analytic functions approximation interpolation sampling which was held at the
centre de recerca matemàtica barcelona in october december 2019 the topics
covered in this volume are approximation interpolation and sampling problems in
spaces of analytic functions their applications to spectral theory gabor analysis
and random analytic functions in many places in the book we see how a problem
related to one of the topics is tackled with techniques and ideas coming from
another the book will be of interest for specialists in complex analysis function
and operator theory approximation theory and their applications but also for
young people starting their research in these areas
Audio Anecdotes II 2004-10-01 this collection of articles provides practical and
relevant tools tips and techniques for those working in the digital audio field
volume ii with contributions from experts in their fields includes articles on field
recording synthesis signal processing spatialization computer techniques and
tools music theory sound design sou
Mathematics of Neural Networks 2012-12-06 this volume of research papers
comprises the proceedings of the first international conference on mathematics
of neural networks and applications manna which was held at lady margaret hall
oxford from july 3rd to 7th 1995 and attended by 116 people the meeting was
strongly supported and in addition to a stimulating academic programme it
featured a delightful venue excellent food and accommo dation a full social
programme and fine weather all of which made for a very enjoyable week this
was the first meeting with this title and it was run under the auspices of the
universities of huddersfield and brighton with sponsorship from the us air force
european office of aerospace research and development and the london math
ematical society this enabled a very interesting and wide ranging conference pro
gramme to be offered we sincerely thank all these organisations usaf eoard lms
and universities of huddersfield and brighton for their invaluable support the
conference organisers were john mason huddersfield and steve ellacott brighton
supported by a programme committee consisting of nigel allinson umist norman
biggs london school of economics chris bishop aston david lowe aston patrick
parks oxford john taylor king s college lon don and kevin warwick reading the
local organiser from huddersfield was ros hawkins who took responsibility for
much of the administration with great efficiency and energy the lady margaret
hall organisation was led by their bursar jeanette griffiths who ensured that the
week was very smoothly run
Principles and Techniques of Shock Data Analysis 1996 during his long and
distinguished career j rowland higgins 1935 2020 made a substantial impact on
many mathematical fields through his work on sampling theory his deep
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knowledge of its history and his service to the community this volume is a tribute
to his work and legacy featuring chapters written by distinguished
mathematicians that explore cutting edge research in sampling approximation
signal analysis and other related areas an introductory chapter provides a
biography of higgins that explores his rich and unique life along with a
bibliography of his papers a brief history of the sampta meetings of which he was
a founding member is also included the remaining articles are grouped into four
sections classical sampling theoretical extensions frame theory and applications
of sampling theory and explore higgins contributions to these areas as well as
some of the latest developments
Sampling, Approximation, and Signal Analysis 2024-01-04 reconstructing or
approximating objects from seemingly incomplete information is a frequent
challenge in mathematics science and engineering a multitude of tools designed
to recover hidden information are based on shannon s classical sampling theorem
a central pillar of sampling theory the growing need to efficiently obtain precise
and tailored digital representations of complex objects and phenomena requires
the maturation of available tools in sampling theory as well as the development
of complementary novel mathematical theories today research themes such as
compressed sensing and frame theory re energize the broad area of sampling
theory this volume illustrates the renaissance that the area of sampling theory is
currently experiencing it touches upon trendsetting areas such as compressed
sensing finite frames parametric partial differential equations quantization finite
rate of innovation system theory as well as sampling in geometry and algebraic
topology
Sampling Theory, a Renaissance 2015-12-08 overview for over a decade now
wavelets have been and continue to be an evolving subject of intense interest
their allure in signal processing is due to many factors not the least of which is
that they offer an intuitively satisfying view of signals as being composed of little
pieces of wa ues making this concept mathematically precise has resulted in a
deep and sophisticated wavelet theory that has seemingly limitless applications
this book and its supplementary hands on electronic component are meant to
appeal to both students and professionals mathematics and en gineering
students at the undergraduate and graduate levels will benefit greatly from the
introductory treatment of the subject professionals and advanced students will
find the overcomplete approach to signal represen tation and processing of great
value in all cases the electronic component of the proposed work greatly
enhances its appeal by providing interactive numerical illustrations a main goal is
to provide a bridge between the theory and practice of wavelet based signal
processing intended to give the reader a balanced look at the subject this book
emphasizes both theoretical and practical issues of wavelet processing a great
deal of exposition is given in the beginning chapters and is meant to give the
reader a firm understanding of the basics of the discrete and continuous wavelet
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transforms and their relationship later chapters promote the idea that
overcomplete systems of wavelets are a rich and largely unexplored area that
have demonstrable benefits to offer in many applications
Digital Communication Systems 1971 this book concerns the presentation of
particle velocity measurement for acoustics using lasers including laser doppler
velocimetry ldv or anemometry lda and particle imagery velocimetry piv the
objective is first to present the importance of measuring the acoustic velocity
especially when the acoustic equations are nonlinear as well as characterizing the
near fields however these applications need to use non invasive sensors some
optical techniques initially developed for fluid mechanics have been adapted to
the field of acoustics in recent years this book summarizes 15 years of research
in this area highlighting the improvements that have been made particularly in
signal processing and showing applications for which they have proven to be a
carrier of innovation
Computational Signal Processing with Wavelets 1998-05-15 economics advances
in research and application 2011 edition is a scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers
timely authoritative and comprehensive information about economics and
organizations the editors have built economics advances in research and
application 2011 edition on the vast information databases of scholarlynews you
can expect the information about economics and organizations in this ebook to
be deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently
reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content of economics advances
in research and application 2011 edition has been produced by the world s
leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and companies all of
the content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written assembled and
edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you
now have a source you can cite with authority confidence and credibility more
information is available at scholarlyeditions com
Acoustic Particle Velocity Measurements Using Lasers 2014-04-16 maintaining
the outstanding features and practical approach that led the bestselling first
edition to become a standard textbook in engineering classrooms worldwide
clarence de silva s vibration fundamentals and practice second edition remains a
solid instructional tool for modeling analyzing simulating measuring monitoring
testing controlling and designing for vibration in engineering systems it
condenses the author s distinguished and extensive experience into an easy to
use highly practical text that prepares students for real problems in a variety of
engineering fields what s new in the second edition a new chapter on human
response to vibration with practical considerations expanded and updated
material on vibration monitoring and diagnosis enhanced section on vibration
control updated with the latest techniques and methodologies new worked
examples and end of chapter problems incorporates software tools including
labviewtm simulink matlab the labview sound and vibration toolbox and the
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matlab control systems toolbox enhanced worked examples and new solutions
using matlab and simulink the new chapter on human response to vibration
examines representation of vibration detection and perception by humans as well
as specifications and regulatory guidelines for human vibration environments
remaining an indispensable text for advanced undergraduate and graduate
students vibration fundamentals and practice second edition builds a unique and
in depth understanding of vibration on a sound framework of practical tools and
applications
Economics: Advances in Research and Application: 2011 Edition 2012-01-09 this
book is an enlarged second edition of a monograph published in the springer
agem2 series 2009 it presents in a consistent and unified overview a setup of the
theory of spherical functions of mathematical geo sciences the content shows a
twofold transition first the natural transition from scalar to vectorial and tensorial
theory of spherical harmonics is given in a coordinate free context based on
variants of the addition theorem funk hecke formulas and helmholtz as well as
hardy hodge decompositions second the canonical transition from spherical
harmonics via zonal kernel functions to the dirac kernel is given in close
orientation to an uncertainty principle classifying the space frequency momentum
behavior of the functions for purposes of data analysis and geo application the
whole palette of spherical functions is collected in a well structured form for
modeling and simulating the phenomena and processes occurring in the earth s
system the result is a work which while reflecting the present state of knowledge
in a time related manner claims to be of largely timeless significance in geo
mathematical research and teaching
Vibration 2006-09-14 the biomedical sciences have recently undergone
revolutionary change due to the ability to digitize and store large data sets in
neuroscience the data sources include measurements of neural activity measured
using electrode arrays eeg and meg brain imaging data from pet fmri and optical
imaging methods analysis visualization and management of these time series
data sets is a growing field of research that has become increasingly important
both for experimentalists and theorists interested in brain function written by
investigators who have played an important role in developing the subject and in
its pedagogical exposition the current volume addresses the need for a textbook
in this interdisciplinary area the book is written for a broad spectrum of readers
ranging from physical scientists mathematicians and statisticians wishing to
educate themselves about neuroscience to biologists who would like to learn time
series analysis methods in particular and refresh their mathematical and
statistical knowledge in general through self pedagogy it may also be used as a
supplement for a quantitative course in neurobiology or as a textbook for
instruction on neural signal processing the first part of the book contains a set of
essays meant to provide conceptual background which are not technical and shall
be generally accessible salient features include the adoption of an active
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perspective of the nervous system an emphasis on function and a brief survey of
different theoretical accounts in neuroscience the second part is the longest in
the book and contains a refresher course in mathematics and statistics leading
up to time series analysis techniques the third part contains applications of data
analysis techniques to the range of data sources indicated above also available
as part of the chronux data analysis platform from chronux org and the fourth
part contains special topics
Spherical Functions of Mathematical Geosciences 2022 this book
comprehensively describes high resolution microwave imaging and super
resolution information processing technologies and discusses new theories
methods and achievements in the high resolution microwave imaging fields its
chapters which include abundant research results and examples systematically
summarize the authors main research findings in recent years the book is
intended for researchers engineers and postgraduates in the fields of electronics
systems signal information processing and data analysis microwave remote
sensing and microwave imaging radar as well as space technology especially in
the microwave remote sensing and airborne or space borne microwave imaging
radar fields
Observed Brain Dynamics 2007-12-07 this book introduces readers to seismic
inversion methods and their application to both synthetic and real seismic data
sets seismic inversion methods are routinely used to estimate attributes like p
impedance s impedance density the ratio of p wave and s wave velocities and
elastic impedances from seismic and well log data these attributes help to
understand lithology and fluid contents in the subsurface there are several
seismic inversion methods available but their application and results differ
considerably which can lead to confusion this book explains all popular inversion
methods discusses their mathematical backgrounds and demonstrates their
capacity to extract information from seismic reflection data the types covered
include model based inversion colored inversion sparse spike inversion band
limited inversion simultaneous inversion elastic impedance inversion and
geostatistical inversion which includes single attribute analysis multi attribute
analysis probabilistic neural networks and multi layer feed forward neural
networks in addition the book describes local and global optimization methods
and their application to seismic reflection data given its multidisciplinary
integrated and practical approach the book offers a valuable tool for students and
young professionals especially those affiliated with oil companies
High-Resolution Microwave Imaging 2017-12-13 this volume consists of
contributions spanning a wide spectrum of harmonic analysis and its applications
written by speakers at the february fourier talks from 2002 2013 containing
cutting edge results by an impressive array of mathematicians engineers and
scientists in academia industry and government it will be an excellent reference
for graduate students researchers and professionals in pure and applied
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mathematics physics and engineering topics covered include special topics in
harmonic analysis applications and algorithms in the physical sciences gabor
theory radar and communications design theory and applications the february
fourier talks are held annually at the norbert wiener center for harmonic analysis
and applications located at the university of maryland college park the norbert
wiener center provides a state of the art research venue for the broad emerging
area of mathematical engineering
Development Geology Reference Manual 1993 this volume constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the 7th international
conference on curves and surfaces held in avignon in june 2010 the conference
had the overall theme representation and approximation of curves and surfaces
and applications the 39 revised full papers presented together with 9 invited talks
were carefully reviewed and selected from 114 talks presented at the conference
the topics addressed by the papers range from mathematical foundations to
practical implementation on modern graphics processing units and address a
wide area of topics such as computer aided geometric design computer graphics
and visualisation computational geometry and topology geometry processing
image and signal processing interpolation and smoothing scattered data
processing and learning theory and subdivision wavelets and multi resolution
methods
Seismic Inversion Methods: A Practical Approach 2020-05-28 anna
consortini the president of the international commission for optics ico has
accommodated a broad spectrum of optical science topics in trends in optics this
book a compilation of research reviews written by outstanding figures in the field
of optics is aimed not only at specialists in the optical sciences but also at
scientists in other fields who might want to broaden their knowledge of optics the
latest developments in this rapidly progressing field are described and new
applications are detailed including some previously undisclosed material on the u
s star wars project authoritative and approachable this volume should provide
comprehensive insight into the ever expanding optical sciences key features
edited by the president of the international commission for optics includes
research reviews written by experts in the field compiles a wide range of topics in
optical science
Excursions in Harmonic Analysis, Volume 4 2015-10-20
Curves and Surfaces 2012-01-07
Trends in Optics 1996-08-05
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